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				About us

				Since 1995 Qbik has developed capable & user friendly software specialising in Internet connectivity and security. Our products allow users to manage their Internet connections (WinGate), connect remote offices together (WinGate VPN), and combat malware (Kaspersky AV for WinGate).

			

			
				Free 30 day trials

				All our products are available for a free 30 day trial, and are unlocked with an encoded key. Whether you are purchasing, upgrading, or wish to trial our software, the downloaded software is the same.

			

			
				Unlimited support

				We provide unlimited free support to help you get the best out of our products, whether you are evaluating or have purchased our software.
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	Our flagship advanced caching HTTP proxy, SOCKS server and multi-protocol proxy server, email server and internet gateway system for Windows.

	Intercept, cache and scan web content.

	Scan https traffic also, with https inspection.
	Restrict and log user web access.

	Solve headaches with legacy TLS versions
	And a whole lot more....

	New version: 9.4.5 (28 October 2022) FREE for 10 users
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	Scan your WinGate traffic for malware using Kaspersky Labs highly respected scanning engine.  Also scans web browsing for exploits.
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	Lumen for WinGate is a web content classification plugin for WinGate. It allows administrators to set access policy based on the classification of a site, rather than having to set policy on a site-by-site basis.
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A simple to use yet flexible VPN solution for remote offices and workers.

Current version: 9.4.5 (28 October 2022)
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